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thanks for all this
I kept looking for your response & found none - then today found this is old emails- they always manage to do this

On Mon, May 16, 2016 at 1:33 PM, <ramolad@hushmail.com> wrote:
Hi Cait--My FOIA to them resulted in release of "clearly-releasable" records of Informed consent ONLY to a lab study being
conducted. I have to re-FOIA for non-clearly releasable. 

The docs they provided can be viewed here: https://www.muckrock.com/foi/united-states-of-america-10/request-for-
documentation-of-informed-consent-in-usaf-debr-contract-13862/#file-51426 I'll also attach them.

There is some info on the nature of the weapons being tested--millimetre-wave weapons--I did nto look at these all too closely,
I am afraid. Need to do so. Looks like the dates and contract numbers do not match. They may have given me an old FWA.

To answer your question, esp. see Docs 2 and 3 enclosed. 
The FWA no. 00016277 seems to refer to an older FWA which expired in 2013--Document 3.
That is the Federal agency contracting with Gen Dynamics yes, studies supposed to be in Texas--Document 2.

However, I also Foia'd OHRP--and they sent on the FWA for the 7  yr contract and it has the same number 0016277,
expiring in 2018.(I'll attach this file as well)

Also, just found this: https://dictacrature.noblogs.org/files/2014/09/Basic-IDIQ-SOO.pdf 
Look under 1, d, (1)--Directed Energy Mechanisms--mentions lab and field research.

They have clearly not given me all info on this contract--I will pursue--thanks. Hope this info helps you.

Ramola

Sent using Hushmail

On 5/15/2016 at 6:59 PM, "Cait Ryan" <  wrote:

Are these referring to one & the same?  Have you found our that General Dynamics actually startted this? ANd
would you know if there are field studies involved. I thought I read "field studies" when I frist loked at this - but can
not find it now. Thanks if you can provide any info.

the FWA00016277
Institution: General Dynamics Information Technology

and
Federal Agency Name: Air Force Research Laboratory, 711th Human Performance Wing, Human Effectiveness
Directorate, Bioeffects Division, Radio Frequency Bioeffects Branch (711HPW/RHDR) located at JBSA Ft. Sam
Houston, TX.

--
Cait Ryan
"It is the duty of the patriot to protect the people from the government." Thomas Jefferson
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This communication may be unconstitutionally collected and stored by elements of the United
States Government or its partners in secret.  The parties to this email do not consent to the collection,
storage, or retrieval of this communication and any derived metadata, as well as printing, copying, re-
transmitting, disseminating, or otherwise using it in a manner prohibited by the Fourth Amendment and the
sovereign rights of an individual person.  If you believe you have received this communication in error,
please delete it immediately.

--
Cait Ryan
"It is the duty of the patriot to protect the people from the government." Thomas Jefferson
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